Reel-to-Real: Fact and Fiction
in Films about Speech and Hearing
A series of events sponsored by USF’s Department of Communication Sciences &
Disorders and the Museum of Science and Industry
Open to the general public, professionals, USF students and faculty

Regarding Henry
A film about brain injury (PG-13)
followed by a panel discussion of brain injury experts

Thursday, November 10, 2011
The day before Veteran’s Day
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
at the

Museum of Science and Industry
Science Works Theater
What would you do if, suddenly, you woke up in a hospital room unable to walk, talk,
read, write, or remember? This is what happened to Henry Turner, played by Harrison
Ford in the movie Regarding Henry (1991, Mike Nichols). It’s the kind of thing that has
happened to over 5.3 million people in the United States who are living with the effects
of brain injury.
Henry Turner is a successful attorney who is shot in the head when he stumbles on a
robbery in a convenience store. The film addresses the challenges faced by his wife
(played by Annette Bening), children and friends as they learn to relate to the person
Henry has become after his brain injury.
A panel of experts in brain injury will discuss current advances and issues in traumatic
brain injury after the film presentation.
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Events, programs, and facilities of the University of South Florida are available to all without regard to
race, color, marital status, gender, sexual orientation, religion, national origin, disability, age, Vietnam or
disabled veteran status, as provided by law and in accordance with the university’s respect for personal
dignity. USF is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access Institution. For disability accommodations, contact
Jackie Hinckley at jhinckle@usf.edu a minimum of at least five (5) working days in advance.

Reel-to-Real: Fact and Fiction
in Films about Speech and Hearing
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS – Earn ASHA CEUs by
attending this event. Bring your family and friends, and consider
inviting your clients or a local support group. To earn ASHA CEUs,
you will need to attend the entire three hour event.

This program is offered for 0.3 CEUs (professional area, intermediate level). ASHA CE
Provider approval does not imply endorsement of course content, specific products, or
clinical procedures.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this activity, participants will be able to:
1. identify one community resource available for individuals living with traumatic brain
injury
2. describe one common myth or misunderstanding about brain injury that may be
perpetrated by popular media
3. list one evidence‐supported treatment for speech, language, and cognitive issues
subsequent to brain injury.
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